RadCases contains cases selected to simulate everything that you’ll see on your rounds, rotations, and exams. RadCases also helps you identify the correct differential diagnosis for each case - including the most critical. Visit RadCases.thieme.com for free sample cases and to experience this dynamic learning tool for yourself! RadCases covers: Cardiac Imaging, Interventional Radiology, Musculoskeletal Radiology, Neuro Imaging, Thoracic Imaging, Pediatric Imaging, Gastrointestinal Imaging, Breast Imaging, Nuclear Medicine, Ultrasound Imaging, Head and Neck Imaging, Genitourinary Imaging.

Each RadCases title features 100 carefully selected, must-know cases documented with clear, high-quality radiographs. The organization provides maximum ease of use for self-assessment. Each case begins with the clinical presentation on the right-hand page; simply turn the page for imaging findings, differential diagnoses, the definitive diagnosis, essential facts, and more. Each RadCases title includes a scratch-off code that allows 12 months of access to a searchable online database of all 100 cases from the book plus an additional 150 cases in that book’s specialty - 250 cases in total! Learn your cases, diagnose with confidence and pass your exams. RadCases. Thoracic Imaging will enable you to diagnose the full range of chest and pulmonary diseases. Features of Thoracic Imaging: Numerous high-resolution radiographs demonstrate key thoracic abnormalities. A variety of common and uncommon presentations cover everything from asthma to nonspecific interstitial pneumonia. Examples of critical cases that must be diagnosed immediately - to avert potential disaster in daily practice and on exams - such as septic pulmonary embolism.

"Overall, the book is an excellent resource for anyone wanting to review cardiovascular imaging cases. It is a particularly well-suited educational tool for residents and medical students. Few comparable cardiovascular imaging texts are available, and this book represents an excellent addition to available educational resources." - Academic Radiology
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I'm studying for the boards and this is the best study material I've found so far. Quips: some of the annotated images don't zoom on the iPad with any useful resolution. The 150 online cases require Flash and don't work on the iPad. If you're haunting coffee shops like me, curled up with your glowing tablet, this is something of an issue. That aside, reading through these books a few times will get you in a solid place to handle the topic. Way way better than Case Review.

I was previously using the Case Review series throughout most of my residency, when I discovered this series during my senior year. Thank heavens because RadCases is the way to go. There are only 100 cases per book, which makes it easier to get through. All of the cases are reasonable (unlike Case Reviews challenge section). MOST Importantly, the answer format gives you a Top 3 differential and best answer which is more how "real" case conferences are.

I like the radcases series, they seem to have more relevant cases than some other review series. There are a lot of typos in the book but they don't seem to distract from the learning too much. They explain the imaging findings after each case and give nice pertinent info. I would recommend these books.

This was a great review book for boards. This series was my favorite for Oral board reviews (radiology). Pictures are good, cases are good.

There is a good variety of cases. Good image quality and explanations. Provides good review for board certification. Recommend this book.

Thank you so much, very fast shipment and good dealing and the shipment exactly as described
Reasonable price and excellent quality. Thank you

Very good
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